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Description
Description
A tailor made seminar for lessors/Airline Professionals / Finance / Contract Administrator to
address the practical challenges and issues involved in Aircraft and Engine Asset Management,
including end of lease return condition, maintenance records and cost control, Aircraft
modification and transition management etc.
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Highlights:
Managing the lease end / transition phase
Identify area of improvement in your overall approach to record management
Regulatory Issues on the transfer of Assets
Find out how to ensure Asset value is maintained
Technical Records management and regulations
How to ensure the asset value and technical records are maintained.
Who Should Attend
Investors, Operators, Owners, Financiers, Lawyers, Contract Managers, Engine Operators,
Airlines, Lessors, Lessees, Managers and Traders of Commercial Aircraft.

Testimonials
TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF A LEASED ASSET SEMINAR 2017
Very interesting seminar, well organised, will return to a future event.
Carolanne Hall, Consultant
A very interesting event, especially for persons who are on the preliminary stage of lease
agreement and Maintenance reserves.
George Panagiotakopoulos, Assist to the Tech. Fleet & Contracts Manager, Aegean Airlines
Overall a very well put together event. Lots of experienced and engaging speakers and
attendees alike! Good spread of fields and excellent knowledge base from presentations.
James Burley, Market Analyst, ALM
Hugely helpful. Content and experience on display brilliant.
Ryan Hammacott, Valuation & Risk Analyst, Flight Ascend
OPERATING LEASE SEMINAR 2017
Everest Events has drawn from proven expertise in the talent it brought together for the Operating
Lease Seminar. Three fully packed days of comprehensive lectures on Aircraft Operating Leases
and Case Studies to apply what you learn. Excellent experience.
Patricia Pfeil Pozza, SVP Legal, JetTran
MAINTENANCE RESERVE SEMINAR 2016
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This event was great to get a closer insight of the market and a unique opportunity for us OEM's
to have a more intimate contact with lessors, law firms, financiers and their relation with
maintenance of an aircraft asset during a lease.
Fernando Forte Cobo, Maintenance Economics & MRO Services Engineer, Embraer - São José
dos Campos
OPERATING LEASE SEMINAR 2016
Very informative and good quality of topics. Speakers were very knowledgeable.
Brian Postel, VP Aircraft Acquisitions, Unical
Very valuable for new-comer in the industry or for people specialised in only 1 aspect of
operating lease as its provides a great insight and overview of the industry as a whole.
Mickael Trintignac, Analyst, Plane View Partners
Great seminar with a lot of useful information
Minerva Ochoa, Technical Assistant, Air Lease Corporation
It was a hugely informative event bringing experts from various segments of the industry together
in a collaborative environment. I learned a great deal from both speakers and conference
attendees.
Amanda Banik, Fleet Manager, Boeing Capital Corporation
Great gathering of aviation industry professionals presenting current and relevant topics. I always
learn something new.
Bruce Burnett, SVP Technical Services, Avitas
AIRCRAFT ASSET MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 2016
Really enjoyed the presentations given by experienced professionals. Found the discussions
and different viewpoints very useful. Great event and time well spent."
Okko Kuivalainen
Risk Management Director, AWAS

AIRCRAFT ECONOMIC LIFE 2015
"The conference was very valuable. Having left the aviation scene some time ago, the
conference was the ideal re-entry point, not only because in a matter of two days I was fully up to
speed again with all the relevant topics, but also because it provided me with the perfect
opportunity to network with a very impressive array of key players. Furthermore, what I really
appreciated is the fact that the Everest Events team had a very direct, personable approach to the
conference, and that the conference was not another mass event. In summary: high octane, to the
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point, with a human touch."
Steve Van der Stichele
Barclays
I attended the Aircraft Economic Life Forum in Dublin in November 2015. The conference
programme was well structured and focussed on issues/challenges relevant to this sector of the
industry. The presentations by experienced industry professionals delivered clear and interesting
messages. Overall, I consider this an excellent conference, and well worth attending.
Mark Gregory
CEO, Air Salvage International Ltd

AIRCRAFT ASSET MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 2015
Overall an excellent and very information seminar/presentations.
Brian Foster
Director Commercial Programs, P&WC

ENGINE LEASING SEMINAR 2015
It was a very informative seminar into the leasing world.
Richard Leivers
Technical Services Manager, Rolls-Royce Plc
Good quality speakers enabling some very useful knowledge transfer and discussion.
Eric Foley
Technical Asset Management, Intrpeid Aviation Partners LLC
A very well organised seminar, touching different subjects and challenges we face as an airline
regarding engine management.
Arie Pruissen
Purchasing Sales Manager, Transavia Airlnes

EASA & CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS SEMINAR 2015
Seminars are an effective approach for subject matter experts to remain competent, engaging
with other SMEs. Everest Events brought together the right mix of SMEs.
Tendai Mutambirwa
Easyjet
An informative and very productive day.
Keith Earnden
Engineering Director, Monarch Airlines
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This training/operational seminar on Continuing Airworthiness was very important as most
people did no realise the Rules & Regulations.
Jimmy Collins
CEO, Dublin AirMotive
Well organised event with good balance of presenters and material, and well moderated.
Martyn Haines
GM Engineering Services, Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd

OPERATING LEASE TRAINING SEMINAR 2015
Have just attended the first two days of this event, and would strongly recommend it to anyone
whose day job brings them into contact with operating leases (whether as a lessor, lessee,
operator, MRO, financier etc). Illuminating content delivered by industry professionals at the top
of their game - a big thank you to Caroll for running such an outstanding event.
Tom Scoville
Solicitor, asb Law
This event has provided an increased understanding of operating leases and has given me
comfort as to what procedures might be considered industry standards.
Patrick Leopold
Market Analyst, SkyWorld
Great event, with a wide range of different participants bringing their own skills to the table.
Experienced speakers with excellent venue.
Colin Brickman
Managing Partner, CAMO4Jets AG
ENGINE LEASING & ASSET MANAGEMENT 2014
A well put together programme, decent-sized audience and very knowledgeable speakers.
Technical yet comprehensive.
Maixmo Gainza
Aviation Analyst, Ascend Worldwide
This seminar gave an extremely useful insight into engine asset management with enough detail
to get points across but not so much detail that it becomes impossible to follow.
Andrew Titus-Glover
NAC Aviation

AIRCRAFT ECONOMIC LIFE SUMMIT 2014
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I attended the Everest Events 'Aircraft Economic Life Summit' in Frankfurt in June, which
addressed one of the most important issues currently facing the aviation leasing community. The
conference was well structured and focussed, the chosen topics were very relevant and I was
impressed by the quality of the speakers and the information they delivered. It is a long time since
I have sat through every single presentation in a conference, but I stayed the entire distance for
this one.
Jon Sharp
President & CEO, ELFC
Congratulations, you put together a very good summit – one of the most beneficial I have
attended.
David Norris
MD Deutsche Structured Finance

RECORDS MANAGEMENT 2014
"Loved this seminar. It was very informative and there was a lot of participation from the
attendees which made it even more interesting. It addressed changes happening in the industry
now as well as the future. All of the presenters did a very good job at answering the dozens of
questions asked. Wish it were 2 days instead of one because the amount of questions wanting to
be asked we ran out of tie. Great job to the people at Everest for putting this together and the
presenters."
Dawn Rice
Magellan Group
The Record Management seminar covered many interesting topics, providing a very good insight
on how lessors manage the Technical records task. Highly recommended.
Sakis Kechagioglou
ACES

MAINTENANCE RESERVES & TECH ASPECTS 2014
I’ve enjoyed the event, its thoughtful and in-depth review of operating lease, maintenance
reserves aspect in particular. I’ve been pleased regarding the very valuable information provided,
the wide spectrum of details provided by highly experienced professional personnel from Aircraft
leasing market around the world. This allows a unique insight and opportunity to review
numerous aircraft leasing aspects, thus enabling to improve business models in a very
competitive market. In addition, the event constitutes an important moment of networking with
industry peers, giving attendees the chance to know each other and share the various business
experience. I will recommend to my professional contacts to participate at least once to such an
event.
Simeone Porcheddu
Head of Sukhoi Superjet 100 Maintenance Costs dept, SuperJet International
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Great seminar – lots of information and very knowledgeable presenters.
Debi Edwards
General Counsel, Residco

Aviation Training Events

RECORDS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 2013
This covered some interesting topics. The speakers were well prepared and provided some
really good takeaways. I would recommend attending this seminar to any airline, lessor,
service/parts provider.
Mark Hanlon
VP Surveillance & Data Management, AWAS

EASA REGULATIONS & CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS 2013
Useful leasing topics well covered by accomplished speakers.
Alan Downey
Willis Lease
Sponsorship
Sponsorship can be an effective and powerful marketing tool at any
event and we have a range of packages available, including:
• Drinks Reception
• Luncheon
• Continental Breakfast
• Refreshment Break
• Trade/Exhibition Stands
Each package offers:
Exclusive single sponsorship with full accreditation at the event
Full exposure in brochures circulated across the industry
Wide distribution via direct marketing, advertisements in trade publications, links to
other aviation websites and inserts in other aviation magazines
Recognition in all promotions, press material and final conference programme
Complimentary delegate attendance with large ticket sponsorships.
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Please contact the event manager Marilyn below for the following:
- Discounts for registering 5 or more participants.
- If you company requires a price quotation.
Event Manager Contact: marilyn.b.turner(at)nyeventslist.com
You can also contact us if you require a visa invitation letter, after ticket purchase.
We can also provide a certificate of completion for this event if required.
NO REFUNDS OR TRANSFER ALLOWED ON REGISTRATIONS
----------------------------------------------------------------This Event Listing is Promoted by
New York Media Technologies LLC in association
with EVEREST EVENTS LTD.
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